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CULTURAL ROUTES OF THE 
COUNCIL OF EUROPE

LEBANON

NON Council of Europe member state

35 th Member State of the 
Enlarged Partial Agreement 
on the cultural Routes of the Council of 
Europe since 2022



BACKGROUND

April 2022: Euro Mediterranean Intercultural Dialogue Forum

Representatives from the Council of Europe and Cultural Routes of Routes

of the Olive Tree Recognized significance of Bchaaleh monumental olive

trees for Lebanon and Mediterranean countries.

Bchaaleh monumental olive trees received the Label of Point of Interest in

the Route of the Olive Tree.

Bchaaleh Trails Association (BTA) and Bchaaleh Municipality received the

Lead Partner Label for the Routes of the Olive Tree







WHY YOU ARE HERE?

The purpose of this presentation is to showcase our vision for this ambitious 
project and discuss how we plan to make it a reality.

During this presentation, we will provide an overview of the project, 
highlighting its key objectives and the transformative impact it can have.

Your presence and participation are vital as we seek to build partnerships 
and foster cooperation to bring this project to life.

And at the end, in a collaborative dialogue we will try to plan the 
implementation of the Olive Routes project. 

We firmly believe that the success of the Olive Routes project hinges on 
your presence and the cooperation we are seeking from all of you.



PROJECT SUMMARY

The Olive Routes project in Lebanon aims to valorize the country's olive tree 
heritage, including centennial trees, landscapes, and olive-related traditions. 

It creates a network of cultural exchange and cooperation between villages, 
promoting sustainable tourism, agro-tourism, oleo-tourism, and various forms 
of experiential tourism. 

The project highlights the unique cultural and natural heritage of the 
Lebanese olive value-chain, offering visitors immersive experiences that 
showcase the rich traditions and flavors associated with olives and olive oil.

We believe that this project will not only preserve the rich cultural heritage of 
Lebanon but also provide opportunities for sustainable economic 
development through oleo-tourism activities. 



OBJECTIVES

1 - To create a network amongst Lebanese villages with distinguished olives plantations 
and olive oil production in order to promote cultural exchange and cooperation.

2 - To preserve the cultural heritage associated with olive growing in Lebanon, ensuring 
that this rich history is passed down to future generations.

3 - To promote and market agro-tourism and oleo-tourism activities to both domestic 
and international tourists, highlighting the unique cultural and natural heritage of the 
Lebanese olive value-chain.

4 - To raise awareness about the Cultural Routes program of the Council of Europe and 
Lebanon's representation in it through Routes of the olive tree project. 



CONCLUSION

Through partnerships with the Cultural Foundation "Routes of  the Olive Tree" (Kalamata, Greece), the Ministry of  

Tourism, the Municipality of  Bchaaleh, the stakeholders present here and local communities, BTA is committed to 

develop thematic cultural itineraries and experiences that showcase the unique contributions of  each participating village. 

By creating a strong network of  collaboration, the project seeks to promote cultural understanding, economic 

development, and environmental conservation throughout the country.

Together, let's embark on a journey of  planning and dialogue to bring the Olive Routes project to life.



FOLLOW US

@BchaalehTrails

@bchaaleh_trails

@bchaaleh trails 

@bchaalehtrails

@bchaalehtrails+9613808072

olivetree.routes@bchaalehtrails

.com
http://www.bchaalehtrails.com

https://www.facebook.com/BchaalehTrails/
https://www.instagram.com/bchaaleh_trails/
https://www.facebook.com/BchaalehTrails
https://www.instagram.com/bchaaleh_trails/


THANK  YOU
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